Semantic verbal fluency deficit as a familial trait marker in schizophrenia.
This study examined neurocognitive deficits as familial vulnerability factors to schizophrenia. Twenty-three Chinese schizophrenic patients, 21 of their non-psychotic siblings and 26 healthy volunteers, matched for age, sex and education, were assessed by using a battery of neurocognitive tests including: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), semantic verbal fluency, logical memory, digit span, information, comprehension and similarity. The results showed that siblings had significantly less word output in the verbal fluency test as compared to controls. No significant difference was found between siblings and controls for other tests except that a trend difference was noted for the performance on the similarity test and number of categories completed on the WCST. The verbal fluency abnormality can be considered as a familial trait marker for schizophrenia. Relationships between the residual symptoms after an acute psychotic episode and the magnitude of familial risk were examined. More severe residual symptoms of probands at clinical remission could be predicted by their older age of onset and by better verbal fluency performance in their non-psychotic siblings. This tentatively suggests that patients with a milder genetic form of schizophrenic illness may have a more severe environmental contribution to cerebral insult according to the multifactorial/threshold model. The environmental cerebral insult may cause structural abnormalities leading to incomplete remission of clinical symptoms.